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By Roma Tearne

Little, Brown Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Road to Urbino,
Roma Tearne, A story of obsession, love and art set in Tuscany, Sri Lanka and London. Ras, a Sri
Lankan who fled his country as a child following the violent death of his mother and his father's
disappearance, has committed a crime. Dogged by his past and unable to come to terms with the
killing of his mother, he struggles to make a new life for himself in the UK. Alex has loved Dee since
he was 19 but failed to realise that it was a love he wouldn't find again. After Dee's marriage, he too
struggles to build a meaningful life for himself. But when Ras' and Alex's lives connect, each man
takes a new path culminating for Ras in the theft of a della Franceso painting, while Alex comes ever
closer to Dee through tragedy in her life. Beautifully written, with a strong narrative, The Road to
Urbino is the story of two very different men and their love for the women in their lives, set against
the backdrop of the heartbreaking horrors of the long-running conflict in Sri Lanka.
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to spell out. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am happy to explain how this is actually the very best
publication we have go through within my personal daily life and can be he best ebook for at any time.
-- Althea Christiansen-- Althea Christiansen

It is great and fantastic. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this published e publication. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
encouraged this book to discover.
-- Destini Muller-- Destini Muller
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